In the parallel pipelined filter ordering problem, we are given a set of n filters that run in parallel. The filters need to be applied to a stream of elements, to determine which elements pass all filters. Each filter has a rate limit r i on the number of elements it can process per unit time, and a selectivity p i , which is the probability that a random element will pass the filter. The goal is to maximize throughput. This problem appears naturally in a variety of settings, including parallel query optimization in databases and query processing over Web services.
INTRODUCTION
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filter ordering problem addresses the problem of ordering the application of the filters so as to achieve this goal as efficiently as possible.
In this article, we are concerned with filter ordering when the filters can operate in parallel, but have limits on their capacity. This problem arises naturally in many settings. In the context of combining information from multiple Web services, the Web services may have prespecified rate limits on the number of queries that they will answer per second, and the goal is to maximize the number of tuples that can be processed per second (cf., Srivastava et al. [2006] ). Similarly, in parallel database query optimization, different operators in the query may be evaluated on different processors, to achieve higher scalability. In a factory, tests on manufactured items may be executed at different stations on the factory floor. In all these cases, we would like to choose the operator or test order to ensure that the processing power of the system as a whole is not wasted.
Specifically, we consider the problem of maximizing throughput in parallel pipelined filter ordering. There are n filters. Each filter is executed on a separate processor. There is a stream of elements that must be passed through the filters. A filter can only be applied to one element at a time. As soon as an element does not pass a filter, it is discarded. If an element passes a filter, it is either output (if it has passed all filters) or sent on to be tested by another filter. The filters operate in parallel. Each filter i has a known rate limit r i > 0, which is a limit on the (expected) number of elements it can process per unit time. It also has a known selectivity 0 < p i < 1, the probability that a randomly chosen element will pass that filter. We assume that the filters are independent of each other; in other words, the probability that an element will pass a filter does not depend on whether it passes any other filter.
Because our work was motivated by database applications, we use database terminology in presenting our results. We refer to the filters as operators, and the elements as tuples. Figure 1 shows an instance of the problem, with four operators, O 1 , . . . , O 4 . The edges indicate the precedence constraints. The goal of most pipelined filter ordering problems is to find a single permutation of the operators in which to apply the operators to the tuples [Ibaraki and Kameda 1984; Burge et al. 2005; Babu et al. 2004] . However, it is easy to see that, in the parallel setting, a single permutation would not maximize the throughput, and we must instead use a set of permutations simultaneously. This observation was originally made by Kodialam [2001] who considered the problem of determining the maximum throughput in a sequential testing system. In the example and the related question of which types of routings and solution spaces should be considered.
We call operators with selectivity ≥ 1 "nonselective" operators (if the selectivity of an operator is < 1, we call it a "selective" operator). We obtain polynomial-time algorithms for two cases: (1) when the precedence graph is restricted to be a forest of chains, and (2) when the precedence constraints are tree-structured, but all operators have selectivity greater than 1.
We also prove a strong connection between the problem of minimizing total work in the sequential pipelined filtering ordering problem (A), and the problem of maximizing throughput in parallel pipelined filter ordering (B). More precisely, using linear programming duality, we show that problem A is solvable in polynomial time for a given class of precedence constraints if and only if problem B is solvable in polynomial time for that class. (A related LP duality was previously exploited in a more general setting by Liu et al. [2008] in developing approximation algorithms for generic maxthroughput problems.) This equivalence yields the aforementioned hardness result for arbitrary precedence constraints, since problem A is known to be NP-Hard with arbitrary precedence constraints [Ibaraki and Kameda 1984; Burge et al. 2005] . In addition, since Ibaraki and Kameda [1984] gave a polynomial-time algorithm for the classical problem with tree-structured precedence constraints, the equivalence yields an alternative to the main algorithm in this paper. The alternative algorithm uses the ellipsoid algorithm, and is both less efficient and more complicated than the main algorithm in this paper. Its one advantage is that it works for a combination of selective and non-selective operators.
RELATED WORK
The problem of choosing the order in which to apply a given set of selection predicates to the tuples of a relation is considered one of the central problems in database query optimization, and has been deeply studied in literature under a variety of cost models and scenarios. In this context, pipelined filter ordering is sometimes called selection ordering. Ibaraki and Kameda [1984] and Krishnamurthy et al. [1986] analyzed what we call the classical (sequential) version of this problem, where the goal is to minimize the total expected cost of applying the predicates to a tuple (called sum-cost or total work metric). They presented polynomial-time optimal algorithms for this problem under the assumptions that the predicates are independent of each other, and that the precedence constraints between the selection predicates form a forest of rooted trees. The problem is known to be NP-Hard for arbitrary precedence constraints [Ibaraki and Kameda 1984; Burge et al. 2005] , or in the presence of correlations [Babu et al. 2004] .
The selection ordering problem has received renewed attention in the recent years in the context of environments like the web [Chaudhuri et al. 1995; Goldman and Widom 2000; Etzioni et al. 1996; Srivastava et al. 2006 Srivastava et al. , 2005 , continuous high-speed data streams [Avnur and Hellerstein 2000; Babu et al. 2004] , and sensor networks [Deshpande et al. 2005] . These environments present significantly different challenges and cost structures than traditional centralized database systems. Selection ordering problems have also been studied in other areas such as fault detection and machine learning (see, for example, Shayman and Fernandez-Gaucherand [2001] and Kaplan et al. [2005] ), under names such as learning with attribute costs [Kaplan et al. 2005] , minimum-sum set cover [Feige et al. 2004] , and satisficing search [Simon and Kadane 1975] .
Our work is closely related to recent work by Srivastava et al. [2006] , who study query optimization over Web services. Abstractly their problem is identical to the parallel pipelined filter ordering problem that we study here (each Web service can be thought of as a parallel filter). They consider a somewhat different solution space than ours in that they allow sending a tuple to multiple Web services in parallel. This can reduce the total number of tuples sent to the Web services if the Web services are nonselective. This does result in additional processing at the querying site, to combine the results returned by the Web services-that cost is inconsequential in their model. However, their focus is on finding a single routing over the operators to be used for all the tuples, in contrast to our approach of using different routings for different tuples simultaneously. For the case with only selective operators, our approach subsumes their approach; for selective operators, there is no advantage to being able to send a tuple to multiple filters in parallel. But, for a mix of selective and nonselective operators, neither their approach nor ours is necessarily superior to the other.
More recently, Liu et al. [2008] also considered the problem of conjunctive query evaluation in a parallel setting, and provided randomized flow algorithms that generate approximate solutions. However, they don't allow precedence constraints between the operators.
The algorithms we present are based on a characterization of query execution as tuple flows. We refer the reader to Condon et al. [2006; 2009] for a discussion of related work on flow algorithms.
Similar to some of the previous work on developing algorithms in the presence of precedence constraints among operators or tasks, we first develop an algorithm for the special case of forest of chains precedence constraints (Section 3.4); we then extend that algorithm to general tree-structured precedence constraints by eliminating forks in the tree bottom-up. We note that the basic idea of eliminating forks bottom-up to extend an algorithm that works for forests of chains to trees (more generally to series-parallel graphs) can be attributed to Lawler [1978] , who used it to derive an efficient polynomial-time algorithm for job scheduling in the presence of precedence constraints. It was adapted directly to solve the classical selection ordering problem by Ibaraki and Kameda [1984] , who observed that the Adjacent Sequence Interchange (ASI) property required by Lawler's algorithm was satisfied by the selection ordering problem. Our problem of finding the optimal routing in a parallel environment does not obey an equivalent property, and hence applying this basic idea to our problem is more involved, and requires careful analysis (Section 3.5).
MTTC ALGORITHM: SELECTIVE OPERATORS
In this section, we present our algorithm for solving the parallel pipelined filterordering problem, with tree-structured precedence constraints, when all operators are selective (i.e., p i < 1, ∀i). The algorithm maximizes tuple throughput, that is, the number of tuples that can be processed in unit time. We call this the MTTC problem (max-throughput with tree-structured precedence constraints).
We begin with a formal problem definition (Section 3.1) and some preliminary lemmas (Section 3.2). Next, we review the algorithm for the case with no precedence constraints from Condon et al. [2009] (Section 3.3). We then present our first key algorithm, for the special case when the precedence constraints are a forest of chains (Section 3.4). Then, we present an algorithm for the general case that recursively reduces arbitrary tree-structured constraints to forests of chains (Section 3.5). We conclude the section with a general technique for reducing the number of permutations used in the routing (Section 3.6).
Definition of the MTTC Problem
The input to the MTTC problem is a list of n operators, O 1 , . . . , O n , associated selectivities p 1 , . . . , p n and rate limits r 1 , . . . , r n , and a precedence graph G on the operators.
Graph G is a forest of rooted trees. The p i and r i are rational values satisfying 0 < p i < 1 and r i > 0.
The goal in the MTTC problem is to find an optimal tuple routing that maximizes throughput. The routing specifies, for each permutation of the operators, the number of tuples to be sent along that permutation per unit time.
2 A tuple sent along a permutation π travels through the operators in the order specified by π , until it is either eliminated by an operator or it has traveled through all the operators. A tuple is eliminated by operator O i with probability (1 − p i ), and the probability that a tuple is eliminated by one operator is independent of the probability that it is eliminated by other operators.
The routing must not exceed the rate limits of the operators, and must obey the precedence constraints defined by G.
In this Section, we give a linear program formally defining the MTTC problem. We use the following notation. Let π be a permutation of the operators
Let φ G (n) be the subset of the n! permutations of O that obey the precedence constraints defined by G. For i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and π ∈ φ G (n), g(π, i) denotes the probability that a tuple sent according to permutation π reaches oper-
, where m is such that π (m) = O i . Define real-valued variables f π , one for each π ∈ φ G (n), where each f π represents the number of tuples routed along permutation π per unit time. We call the f π flow variables. The number of flow variables is thus at most n!.
MTTC LP:
Given r 1 , . . . , r n > 0, p 1 . . . , p n ∈ (0, 1), and a precedence graph G on {O 1 , . . . , O n } that is a forest of trees, find an assignment to the variables f π , for all π ∈ φ G (n), maximizing
f π subject to the constraints:
(
We refer to the first set of constraints involving the r i as rate constraints (since they guarantee that the rate limits are not exceeded). If assignment K to the f π satisfies the rate constraint for r i with equality, we say that O i is saturated by K. If K saturates all the operators, we say that K is a saturating routing. The value F achieved by K is the throughput of K, and we call K a routing.
Given two operators O i and O j , we say that:
A chain is a tree in which each internal node has exactly one child. A chain in the precedence graph of an MTTC instance is proper if each internal node in the chain can saturate its child.
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Preliminary Lemmas
In this section, we present four main lemmas on which our algorithms are based. We first present a lemma proved earlier by Condon et al. [2006 Condon et al. [ , 2009 . Building on that earlier lemma, we then present three new lemmas.
Let K be a feasible solution to an MTTC instance, and let O = {O 1 , . . . , O n }. We say Q ⊆ O is a saturated suffix of K if Q is nonempty and (1) the operators in Q are saturated by K and (2) if f π > 0 in K, then the elements of O − Q precede the elements of Q in π (i.e., no tuples flow from an operator in Q to an operator in O − Q).
LEMMA 3.1 (CONDON ET AL. [2006, 2009] 
PROOF. See Condon et al. [2009] .
Intuitively, this lemma says the following: If in a solution, there is a set of operators that are all saturated and there is no flow from an operator in this set to an operator not in the set, then the solution is optimal. Condon et al. [2009] actually proved this lemma assuming that there were no precedence constraints. Since adding precedence constraints to an MTTC instance can only reduce the maximum throughput attainable, the lemma also holds with constraints.
The next lemma concerns solutions in which all operators are saturated.
LEMMA 3.2. Let I be an instance of the MTTC problem without precedence con- Since O i has selectivity p i , it discards at most r i (1 − p i ) amount of flow per unit time. Thus under any feasible routing, the total amount of flow discarded by all the processors per unit time is at most Z = n i=1 r i (1 − p i ); this is the precise amount if all processors are saturated, and is a strict upper bound otherwise.
Consider a routing achieving throughput F * . Of the F * amount of flow that is sent into the system in this routing, the amount that successfully travels through all the processors (i.e., is not discarded by any) is F * n i=1 p i . Thus, the total amount that is discarded by some processor, per unit time, is
, with equality iff the processors are all saturated. Since
, F * = Z implies that all operators are saturated. Finally, given a routing that saturates all the operators, by these arguments the routing achieves throughput Z.
Next, we prove the reverse of the saturated suffix lemma: in the case of no precedence constraints, every optimal solution has a saturated suffix. We repeat this process until there is no such permutation π . Let K denote the resulting routing. Hence, K has the saturated suffix property (if K does not have any saturated operators, then we can increase its throughput, thus contradicting the optimality of K).
Let O S denote a saturated suffix of K . In other words, the operators in O S are all saturated, and for any permutation π that has been assigned a positive flow in K , the operators in O S form a suffix of π. Now, note that the set of permutations that are assigned positive flow in K is a superset of the set of permutations that are assigned positive flow in K. Further, O S ⊆ O S . Hence, O S must be a saturated suffix of K as well.
The next and final lemma in this section is a stronger version of the saturated suffix lemma.
LEMMA 3.4. Let I be an instance of the MTTC problem with no precedence constraints, and let the operators in I be numbered so that r 1 ≥ r 2 ≥ . . . ≥ r n . Let 
The algorithm in Condon et al. [2006 Condon et al. [ , 2009 , when run on input I, outputs an optimal routing K with a saturated suffix. The saturated suffix is {O k * , . . . , O n } for some 1 ≤ k * ≤ n, and the throughput achieved by K is 1 P 1,k * −1 h k * ,n . That previous work also shows that the value of the objective function for I is F * = min k∈{1,...,n}
h k,n , and thus
It remains to prove that I also has a routing achieving throughput 
The claim is easily shown to be true by algebraic manipulation, the definitions of P and h, and the fact that the selectivities p i are strictly between 0 and 1.
Let I 3 be the instance induced from I 1 by keeping only the operators in
h j,n . Therefore, by the result stated at the start of this proof, there is an optimal routing for I 3 for which {O k , . . . , O n } is a saturated suffix, and hence this routing is saturating for I 3 and achieves a throughput of h k ,n . Let K 3 denote this routing.
Let I 2 be the MTTC instance induced from I 1 by keeping only the operators in {O k * , . . . , O k −1 }. Note that, by the definitions of k and k * ,
h k ,n , and multiplying both sides by P 1,k * −1 , we get that
Applying the claim to Eq. (1), we get that
We now show that there is a routing achieving throughput h k * ,k −1 on I 2 . Assume not. Then, by the properties of F * given at the start of this proof, there exists i such that k
Multiplying both sides by P k * ,i−1 , we get that
Applying the claim to Inequality (5) yields
Multiplying both sides of this equation by
, we get that
But this contradicts the definition of k in the statement of the lemma, since in the definition for F * , setting k to k must minimize the given expression, and thus setting k to i cannot achieve a smaller value for it. So h k * ,k −1 is the value of the maximum throughput for I 2 , and there is a routing K 2 achieving this throughput on I 2 .
We now constructK from K 2 and K 3 . It must send a total of
h k ,n flow through the operators in I 2 . After this flow has passed through the operators in I 2 , the amount of flow that has not been eliminated is
throughput of h k ,n ,K routes this remaining flow through the operators in I 3 using K 3 , and thus {O k , O k +1 , . . . , O n } is a saturated suffix ofK as desired.
These lemmas are the basis for our algorithms and their correctness proofs. The idea behind our algorithm is to construct a routing with a saturated suffix. This may be impossible due to precedence constraints; as a simple example, consider a twooperator instance where O 1 must precede O 2 , but O 1 cannot saturate O 2 . However, by reducing rate limits of certain operators, we can construct a routing with a saturated suffix that is also optimal with respect to the original rate limits.
The MTTC Problem with No Precedence Constraints
Our algorithm for the MTTC problem builds on the algorithm of Condon et al. [2009] , which solves the MTTC problem with no precedence constraints. We begin by reviewing that algorithm and its correctness proof. It builds a routing K incrementally. The routing consists of pairs (π, x) indicating that x amount of flow is to be sent along permutation π .
Let the operators be numbered such that r 1 ≥ · · · ≥ r n . Let π be the permutation (O 1 , . . . , O n ). Since all selectivities are < 1, π obeys the property that each operator in the ordering can't overfill its predecessor; this "can't overfill" property is an invariant of the algorithm with respect to the residual rate limits, that is, the remaining available capacities of the operators given the current flow through them.
We execute the following recursive procedure. Conceptually, we start by sending flow through the operators according to ordering π , beginning with no flow, and increasing the amount at a continuous rate. As flow is increased, the remaining available capacities (i.e., the residual rate limits) of the operators decrease. Suppose that before any operator is saturated, an operator O i suddenly becomes able to just saturate its predecessor O j in π (i.e., r i p i = r j , where r i and r j are the residual rate limits of O i and O j ). We stop increasing the flow at this point. Let x be the resulting flow value. (We actually calculate x analytically.) No additional flow can be added along π without violating the "can't overfill" invariant with respect to the residual limits. We place (π, x) into (initially empty) output routing K. We then modify π by swapping O i and O j . In addition, we "paste" O i to the front of O j , forming a "superoperator" (O i , O j ). Throughout this article, we use the word "superoperator" to refer to an operator that was formed by combining one or more other operators.
Step 1 We treat superoperator (O i , O j ) as a new single operator. Its rate limit is defined to be the residual rate limit of O i and its selectivity is defined to be p i p j . We now have a new ordering π on a set of n − 1 operators. We set the rate limits of the remaining operators to equal their residual rate limits. We recurse on the n − 1 operators and the modified π. In each recursive call, we add another (π, x) to routing K.
The recursion stops when, during some call, as we send increasing flow along π , some operator O k becomes fully saturated before (or at the same time as) any operator O i becomes able to just saturate its predecessor O j . In this case, x becomes the amount of flow causing the saturation, (π, x) is added to K, and we terminate.
The optimality of routing K is shown as follows. Since the algorithm increases flow along a permutation at a continuous rate, no operator in a permutation can attain the ability to overfill its predecessor without first becoming able to just saturate its predecessor, thus triggering a halt to the flow increase. Thus, when the flow increase is stopped, the permutation satisfies the "can't overfill" property. Swapping O i and O j preserves the property. Thus, the property holds at the end of the final call. It follows that because O k is saturated, so are all (super)operators following O k . Thus, K has a saturated suffix and hence is optimal.
We illustrate the execution of the algorithm with the following example ( Figure 2 ). Consider an instance with two operators O 1 and O 2 , where r 1 = 3, r 2 = 2, and
After sending x = 8/3 flow along ordering π , the residual capacity of O 1 is 3 − 8/3 = 1/3 and the residual capacity of O 2 is 2 − 1/2 * 8/3 = 2/3, so O 2 can now just saturate O 1 . We place (π, 8/3) into our routing. We swap O 1 and O 2 in π and form a superoperator (O 2 , O 1 ) with rate limit 2/3 and selectivity 1/2 * 1/2 = 1/4. Treating it as a single operator in π, a trivial repetition of this procedure (on one operator) finds that sending 2/3 flow units results in saturation of (super)operator (O 2 , O 1 ). These units are sent along permutation π = (O 2 , O 1 ), so (π , 2/3) is added to the routing. The result is an optimal routing saturating both operators, whose total throughput is 8/3 + 2/3 = 10/3.
The MTTC Algorithm for Chains
We now present the MTTC algorithm for the special case in which precedence graph G is a forest of chains. It is a generalization of the algorithm just described. That algorithm does not work here because precedence constraints may be violated when:
(1) initially ordering the operators in decreasing order of rate limits, or when (2) swapping the order of some O i and O j in π.
We handle the first problem via a preprocessing procedure that adjusts the rate limits of the operators so that if O i precedes O j in the precedence graph, then the rate limit of O i is always higher than rate limit of O j .
To avoid the second problem, we add additional steps to this algorithm, yielding a new procedure that we call RouteChains. Details follow.
3.4.1. Preprocessing Procedure. In the preprocessing procedure, we first make each chain of G proper, as follows. For each nonleaf operator O i in the chain, beginning from the top of the chain and proceeding downward, we execute the following step: Let O j be the child of O i . If O i can't saturate O j , then reset the rate limit r j of O j to be r i p i .
Although this procedure reduces the rate limits of some operators, it does not reduce the maximum throughput attainable. Because of the precedence constraints, all flow into an operator O j must first pass through its parent O i , so at most r i p i flow can ever reach O j .
We finish preprocessing by generating a sorted list of the operators, in descending order of their rate limits.
The RouteChains Procedure.
RouteChains is a recursive procedure that incrementally constructs a routing K, consisting of pairs of the form (π, x), indicating that x amount of flow is to be sent along permutation π .
Define an l-superoperator (linear superoperator) to be a permutation π of a subset of the operators, such that each operator in π (but the last) can just saturate its successor in π . The selectivity of π , denoted σ (π ), is the product of the selectivities of its component operators, and its rate limit, denoted ρ(π ), is the rate limit of its first operator.
The inputs to RouteChains are as follows. is an l-superoperator. The l-superoperators of P must satisfy the following "can't overfill" condition:
. That is, each l-superoperator in P cannot overfill its predecessor.
RouteChains: Output
RouteChains returns a routing K that is optimal for the MTTC instance I defined by the input rate limits, selectivities, and precedence constraints.
The inputs to RouteChains must satisfy these properties in order to be valid. In particular, note that precedence graph G must consist of proper chains.
For the initial call to RouteChains, following preprocessing, we use the given rate limits, selectivities, operators, and graph G. We set permutation π to be the list of operators sorted in descending order of their rate limits. We set partition P to be the trivial partition where each l-superoperator π i consists of the single operator O i . Because the chains of G are proper, π obeys the precedence constraints. Because π orders the operators in decreasing order of their rate limits, and the operators are selective, the "can't overfill" condition is satisfied. Thus, the initial inputs to RouteChains are valid.
RouteChains: Execution
RouteChains first calculates the minimum x ≥ 0 such that sending x flow units along permutation π triggers one of the following stopping conditions: Similarly, it can be shown that for 2 ≤ j ≤ m, l-superoperator π j becomes able to just saturate π j−1 when
Thus, x can be calculated by taking the minimum of O(n) values. After RouteChains computes x, what it does next is determined by the lowestnumbered stopping condition that was triggered by sending x flow along permutation π .
If Stopping Condition 1 was triggered, then RouteChains returns K = {(π, x)}. In other words, we have a saturated suffix and we are done.
Else, if Stopping Condition 2 was triggered for some π i , then RouteChains chooses one such π i . It swaps π i and π i−1 in (π 1 , . . . , π m ) and concatenates them into a single l-superoperator, yielding a new partition into l-superoperators:
and a new permutation:
We call this operation a swap-merge. RouteChains then calls itself recursively, setting P to P , π to π , the r i 's to the residual rate limits, and keeping all other input parameters the same. The recursive call returns a set K of flow assignments. RouteChains returns the union of K and {(π, x)}. Step 1: Send 600 flow units along O1 O2 O3 O4 Swap-merge O2 and O1 Merge O4 into its parent O1
Else if Stopping Condition 3 was triggered by a parent-child pair
Step 2: Send 240 flow units along O2 O1 O4 O3 Swap-merge O3 and {O2→O1→O4}
Step 3: Send 720 flow units along O3 O2 O1 O4 All nodes are saturated Optimal Solution. 
of (O
, and E = (π z (c), . . . , π w (t)), where t = |π z | and c is the minimum value in {b + 1, . . . , t} such that π z (c) is not a member of the same precedence chain as O j ; if no such c exists, it sets c to be equal to t + 1 and E to be empty. RouteChains adds D to the end of A, forming four l-superoperators AD, B, C, E out of π w and π z . It then forms a new partition P from P by replacing π w in P by AD, B, in that order, and π z by C, E in that order. If any elements of P are empty, RouteChains removes them. Let π denote the concatenation of the l-superoperators in P .
Partition P may not satisfy the "can't overfill" precondition with respect to the residual rate limits. (For example, it may be violated by l-superoperator AD and its predecessor.) In this case, RouteChains performs a modified topological sort on P . It forms a directed graph G whose vertices are the l-superoperators in P , with a directed edge from one l-superoperator to a second if there is an operator O i in the first lsuperoperator, and an operator O j in the second, such that O j is a child of O i in a chain of G. Since π obeys the precedence constraints, G is a directed acyclic graph. RouteChains sorts the l-superoperators in P by executing the following step until G is empty: Let S be the set of vertices (l-superoperators) in G with no incoming edges. Choose the element of S with highest residual rate limit, output it, and delete it and its outgoing edges from G . RouteChains resets P to be the l-superoperators listed in the order output by the sort, and π to be the concatenation of those l-superoperators.
RouteChains then executes a recursive call, using the initial set of operators, precedence constraints, and selectivities, and setting π = π , P = P and the rate limits of the operators to be equal to their residual rate limits. The recursive call returns a set K of flow assignments. RouteChains returns the union of K and {(π, x)}.
3.4.3. Example. We illustrate our algorithm using the 4-operator instance shown in Figure 1 , which has three chains and one precedence constraint, between O 1 and O 4 . We assume the rate limits of 900 for operators O 1 , O 2 , and O 3 , and a rate limit of 225 for O 4 . The selectivity of each operator is set to be 0.5.
• We arbitrarily break the ties, and pick the permutation PROOF. The invariants clearly hold at the start of the initial call. We show that if they hold at the start of a call, they will also hold at the start of the next call.
The condition that triggers a parent-child absorption ensures that Invariant (a) is preserved. Since the residual capacity of an operator decreases continuously as flow into it increases continuously, if an increasing amount of flow is added along a permutation π, one operator cannot lose the ability to saturate another before first being able to just saturate it. Once a child is absorbed in a parent, the parent will be able to just saturate the child in all future permutations.
The condition that triggers a swap-merge ensures that Invariant (b) is not violated when adding new flow to the routing along permutation π . If an increasing amount of flow is added along permutation π, one l-superoperator cannot attain the ability to overfill another without first becoming able to just saturate it, triggering a swap-merge. The swap-merge creates a new l-superoperator from π i−1 and π i , and it is easy to verify from the definitions of its rate limit and selectivity that the new partition is made up of l-superoperators and still satisfies Invariant (b).
The only other way that Invariant (b) could be violated would be as a result of a parent-child absorption. The partition produced by a parent-child absorption clearly consists of l-superoperators. It remains to show that the partition resulting from a modified topological sort has the property that no l-superoperator in the partition can overfill its predecessor. The partition produced by the sort has the property that for each pair of adjacent l-superoperators π i−1 and π i , either ρ(π i−1 ) ≥ ρ(π i ), or there is an edge in the precedence graph from an operator in π i−1 to an operator in π i . In the former case, clearly π i cannot overfill π i−1 . In the latter, since the chains of G are proper and the operators are selective, the precedence constraint is from an operator O j in π i−1 with a higher rate limit to an operator O k in π i with strictly lower rate limit. By the properties of l-superoperators, and because operators are selective, the rate limit of O k is an upper bound on ρ(π i )σ (π i ) (the amount of flow that can be output by l-superoperator π i ), and the rate limit of O j is a lower bound on ρ(π i−1 ). Thus π i cannot overfill π i−1 .
We now show (c). The modified topological sort executed during a parent-child absorption respects the constraints. We show that the swap-merges do as well. Suppose the inputs to a recursive call to RouteChains satisfy (a), (b), and (c), and a swap-merge is performed on π i−1 and π i following the addition of x flow along permutation π . Each instance L of RouteChains has an associated MTTC instance consisting of the operators O, rate limits r i , selectivities p i , and precedence graph G (but not π or the partition P).
The following lemma proves optimality of the routing output by RouteChains. Recall that in order for an input to RouteChains to be valid, the precedence graph must consist of a forest of proper chains. PROOF. The routing K output by RouteChains is easily seen to satisfy the rate limits. By the previous lemma, it satisfies the precedence constraints. To prove that it achieves maximum throughput, we do induction on the number of parent-child absorptions.
Base Case. No parent-child absorptions. We show that in this case the output routing K has a saturated suffix. By the saturated suffix lemma, it immediately follows that K is optimal for the associated MTTC instance, even if all precedence constraints are removed.
Assume and O j would be in the same l-superoperator in the final recursive call and hence would both be saturated by K, or both not. Therefore, O i precedes O j in every permutation used by K, including the last, when O i becomes saturated. But by Lemma 3.5, since no superoperator can overfill its predecessor, it is impossible for O i to become saturated without first triggering Stopping Condition 2, or causing O j to become saturated as well, which is a contradiction.
Induction
Step. Assume that output routing K is optimal, even if precedence constraints are removed, if the number of parent-child absorptions is i, where i ≥ 0.
For RouteChains instance L, let I(L) denote the MTTC instance associated with L, that is, the instance defined by the input rate limits, selectivities, and precedence constraints of L.
Suppose RouteChains performs exactly i + 1 parent-child absorptions on a RouteChains instance L.
We would now like to prove, as in the base case, that RouteChains constructs a routing with a saturated suffix. However, it is not clear how to do this directly, because the modified topological sort may change the ordering of the operators in ways that are difficult to analyze. So, we take a different approach.
Let q be such that the first parent-child absorption (when running RouteChains on L) occurs in the qth recursive call. Let L q+1 denote the input instance for the q + 1st recursive call of RouteChains. The only difference between I(L) and I(L q+1 ) is that I(L q+1 ) has reduced rate limits.
Since the q + 1st recursive call to RouteChains results (recursively) in only i absorptions, and the input to the q + 1st recursive call is valid (by Lemma 3.5), by induction the q + 1st recursive call outputs a routing K q+1 for I(L q+1 ) that is optimal even if all precedence constraints are removed.
LetK denote the set of flow assignments (π, x) that are computed in the first q recursive calls made by RouteChains(L). Thus RouteChains(L) returns the routinĝ
Let L be L with the precedence constraints removed. Let I(L ) be the MTTC instance associated with L (so I(L ) is just I(L) with precedence constraints removed). Compare the execution of RouteChains(L) and RouteChains(L ). In the first q − 1 recursive calls, the computed flow assignments (π, x) are the same for L and L . The (π, x) computed in the qth call for L and L both use the same permutation π ; the value of x may be greater for L (since a parent-child absorption was not triggered), but cannot be less. Since running RouteChains on L is guaranteed to produce an optimal routing for I(L ) (by the base case, since there are no parent-child absorptions), there must be a way to augmentK with additional flow to obtain an optimal routing for I(L ). The routing output by running RouteChains on L can thus be written as the union of two routings, K and a routingK, whereK is an optimal routing for MTTC instance I(L q+1 ) with precedence constraints removed.
When running RouteChains on instance L, starting from the q + 1st recursive call, the algorithm attempts to solve I(L q+1 ), but with precedence constraints. By induction, it finds a routing that is optimal even without the precedence constraints, and thus has the same throughput asK. This routing, combined withK, is therefore optimal for both I(L) and I(L ).
It is worth noting the following lemma, which is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.6. LEMMA 3.7. If I is an MTTC instance whose precedence graph is a forest of proper chains, then the maximum throughput attainable for I would be the same even if precedence constraints were removed.
The following lemma follows directly from the above two lemmas, and Lemma 3.3. This last lemma suggests that it may be possible to modify the RouteChains procedure so that the saturated suffix property can be proved more directly. We leave this as an open question.
The following theorem gives bounds for the MTTC algorithm for chains.
THEOREM 3.1. There is an O(n 2 log n) algorithm for solving the MTTC problem when the precedence graph consists of a forest of chains. The algorithm outputs a routing that uses at most 4n − 3 distinct permutations.
PROOF. The algorithm consists of the preprocessing procedure that makes chains proper and sorts the operators, and the RouteChains algorithm, run on the initial inputs as described previously. Correctness follows immediately from the previous lemmas.
The running time of the algorithm is dominated by the time taken by RouteChains. Using standard data structures, RouteChains can be implemented so that each recursive call takes time O(n log n). The modified topological sort can be run in time O(n log n) because its input graph has at most n edges. Each recursive call adds one (π, x) to the output routing.
Let r be the number of parent-child absorptions, and t the number of swap-merges. The number of recursive calls is r + t + 1. Each swap-merge decreases the number of l-superoperators by 1 and each parent-child absorption increases it by at most 2. The initial number of l-superoperators is n, the final number is at least 1, so n + 2r − t ≥ 1. Since an absorbed child always remains with its parent, r ≤ n− 1 and hence t ≤ 3n− 3. The stated bounds follow.
MTTC Algorithm for General Trees
We now describe the MTTC algorithm for arbitrary tree-structured precedence graphs. Define a "fork" to be a node in G with at least two children; a chain has no forks. Intuitively, the algorithm works by recursively eliminating forks from G, bottom-up. Given a fork in a tree of G whose subtrees are chains, the MTTC algorithm essentially replaces those chains (in a strategic way) by a single new chain; each node in the new chain is a superoperator made up of a subset of operators from the replaced chains. For each superoperator, the MTTC algorithm runs RouteChains on the operators in it to compute an optimal routing. The algorithm then executes a recursive call on the modified graph, which has one less fork. Finally, it combines the routings computed for the superoperators with the routing computed during the recursive call.
3.5.1. Example. To provide intuition, we illustrate the execution of one recursive call to the MTTC algorithm. (We actually illustrate a simplified process to give the intuition; we discuss the actual process below in Section 3.5.2.)
Let the input graph be the one shown in Figure 4 (i). This graph has several forks; let the next fork we eliminate be at node O 3 . The subtrees under O 3 form a forest of three chains. A new set of operators is constructed from this forest of chains as follows:
• The three chains are made proper.
• RouteChains is used to find an optimal routing K for these three chains. Figure 4 (ii). Having eliminated a fork from the graph, the resulting problem is recursively solved to obtain a routing K , which is then combined with K 56 and K 78 to obtain a routing for the original problem, using a technique from Condon et al. [2009] . We illustrate this with an example (Figure 4(iii) ).
Suppose K , the optimal solution for the reduced problem (Figure 4 (ii)), uses three permutations: flow allocated to that permutation by the associated routing. In the third column, we superimpose the divisions from the first two columns. For each region R in the divided third column, we label it with the permutation obtained by taking the associated permutation from column 1, and replacing O 56 in it with the associated permutation from column 2. For example, the second region from the top in the third column is associated with (O 1 , O AggregateChains. AggregateChains is used in fork elimination, to replace a set of chains emanating from a fork by a single chain. In the example presented in Section 3.5.1, to eliminate a fork we ran RouteChains repeatedly on the chains emanating from the fork, each time removing the operators in a saturated suffix. For efficiency, AggregateChains does something slightly different. It first uses a procedure, described below, to identify the operators in a saturated suffix of some optimal routing (without actually computing the routing); it then runs RouteChains just on the operators in that saturated suffix to produce a (saturating) routing just for those operators. As in the example, it then removes the operators in the suffix, and repeats. For each saturated suffix, AggregateChains outputs the set of operators in it, and the routing computed for it.
Formally, AggregateChains takes as input an instance I of the MTTC problem whose precedence graph G is a forest of proper chains. AggregateChains first sorts the operators in I in descending order of their rate limits. It (re)numbers them O 1 , . . . , O n so that r 1 ≥ . . . ≥ r n . It then executes the following recursive procedure on I. It computes the value
It forms the set C j * = {O j * , . . . , O n }, where j * is the largest value of j achieving the minimum value F * . Since the chains of G are proper, the operators in C j * correspond to the operators in (possibly empty) suffixes of the chains of G. AggregateChains runs RouteChains just on the (sub)chains of operators in C j * to produce a routing K j * . By Lemma 3.4, there is a routing for I with precedence constraints removed that has C j * as a saturated suffix. Therefore, the induced instance on C j * , with precedence constraints removed, has a routing that saturates all its operators. By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.2, K j * is optimal for I and saturates all the operators in C j * .
After computing K j * , AggregateChains then removes the operators in C j * from I. If no operators remain in the chains, AggregateChains outputs the one-item list A 1 where A 1 = C j * , together with routing K 1 = K j * . Otherwise, AggregateChains executes a recursive call on the remaining operators in the chains (and the induced precedence graph) to produce a partition of the operators D = ( A 1 , . . . , A m− CombineRoutings. CombineRoutings is used to combine the routings K A 1 , . . . , K A m with K . The approach is described fully in Condon et al. [2009] and has been illustrated with a previous example ( Figure 4 (iii); Section 3.5.1). We describe it briefly here. It begins by dividing the real interval [0, 1] once for K , and once for each K A i . The division for a routing divides [0, 1] into as many subintervals as there are permutations used in the routing, each of these permutations is associated with an interval, and the length of each subinterval is equal to the proportion of flow the routing sends along the corresponding permutation. It superimposes these divisions to produce a new division that yields a combined routing for K and the K A i , in a manner analogous to what was shown in the example. If P A i is the number of permutations used in K A i , and P A is the number of permutations used in P A , then the number of permutations used in the combined routing is at most P A + (
3.5.3. Analysis. We now prove that the MTTC algorithm outputs an optimal routing. The idea behind the MTTC algorithm is the same as the idea behind the chains algorithm: to produce a routing with a saturated suffix. Again, this may be impossible due to precedence constraints.
Let k be the number of recursive calls performed by the MTTC algorithm (including the initial call). Let I 1 , . . . , I k be the inputs to the k recursive calls. For convenience, define I 0 = I 1 .
Let O j i denote the ith operator in I j , the input to the jth recursive call of the MTTC algorithm. O j i is either a trivial superoperator containing one original operator, or was formed by recursively combining operators in recursive calls 1, . . . , j − 1. We say that an operator O j i contains the original operators that were recursively combined to create it. We also say that it contains the intermediate operators that were combined during the recursive combination (including itself).
During the running of the MTTC algorithm, rate limits of operators are reduced. Suppose that each time we reduce the rate limit of an operator O j i by a factor c during a recursive call, we also reduce the rate limits of the original operators contained in O j i by the same factor c. At the end of the algorithm, each original operator has a final, reduced rate limit. We show that the routing output by the algorithm has a saturated suffix with respect to the final reduced rate limits of the original operators, and hence is optimal for those reduced rate limits. We then show that the routing is also optimal with respect to the original rate limits.
We begin by proving that certain rate limit reductions do not affect the total throughput attainable.
Given PROOF. Let K S be an optimal routing for I S , after the rate reductions are performed on S. Since K S is optimal, the throughput achieved by it is at least r i p i . We will use K S here.
Now define a new MTTC problem I ∞ , which is equal to the original I, except that we modify the rate limits of the operators in S to be ∞.
Clearly, the maximum throughput attainable on I ∞ is at least as large as that attainable on I.
Consider an optimal routing K ∞ for I ∞ . Without loss of generality, we can assume that in each permutation used by K ∞ , the operators in S appear in some order immediately after operator O i . If not, we can move them forward in the permutation to appear immediately after O i , preserving their relative order: this can ony reduce the flow into other operators, so rate limits are still obeyed, and because S is an upper descendant set, precedence constraints are obeyed also.
Define a new (super)operator O S whose selectivity is the product of the selectivities of the opeators in S, with infinite rate limit. In each permutation of K ∞ , remove the operators in S (which appear consecutively) and replace them with O S . This yields a modified routing K 
If we remove from K i the portion of the routing that goes through A i , we are left with a routing through A 1 . .
which completes the proof.
Before proceeding, we define some additional notation. 
is not in one of the chains below the eliminated fork. In this case, its rate limit not reduced in call j − 1, and it is not combined with other operators during that call. It follows easily by induction that the amount of flow reaching O j−1 i We now prove correctness of the MTTC algorithm.
LEMMA 3.14. The MTTC algorithm outputs an optimal routing. PROOF. Let I be the input instance. The algorithm clearly outputs a routing satisfying all rate and precedence constraints of I. We show that the routing achieves maximum throughput.
LetĨ 1 , . . . ,Ĩ k be the same as the initial input instance I = I 1 , except that inĨ j the rate limit of
Thus the rate limits of the operators inĨ j are greater than or equal to the corresponding operators inĨ j+1 .
Note that the operators of each of theĨ j are precisely the original operators of the input instance I. In contrast, the operators in I j , the input to the jth recursive call of the MTTC algorithm on input I, may be superoperators containing many of the original operators.
The proof is in two parts. We first show that the final routing output by the MTTC algorithm on input I achieves maximum throughput with respect to the rate limits iñ I k . We then show that the maximum throughput attainable is the same for each of thẽ I j , implying that the final output routing is also optimal for I 0 = I, which proves the lemma.
Part 1. The final output routing achieves maximum throughput with respect to the rate limits ofĨ k .
Consider the final recursive call of the algorithm. The input I k to this call consists of a forest of chains. The chains are first made proper, which may entail reducing some of the rate limit. These reductions are reflected inĨ k . A routing is then computed for the chains, using RouteChains. By Lemma 3.8, this routing has a saturated suffix S.
Let S 1 be the set of original operators contained in the operators of S. Since the final routing output by the algorithm is K 1 = K, by Lemma 3.12 the amount of flow reaching each operator O
. By Lemma 3.13, the operators in S 1 are a suffix in every permutation used by K. Thus, S 1 is a saturated suffix of K with respect to the rate limits ofĨ k , and hence K is optimal with respect to those rate limits.
Part 2. For all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the maximum throughput attainable onĨ j is the same as it is forĨ j−1 .
The statement clearly holds ifĨ j−1 =Ĩ j , that is, if no rate limits are reduced in call j. Suppose not.
Consider the execution of call j. In call j, a fork is removed from the precedence graph. Consider the chains below that fork. SinceĨ j−1 =Ĩ j , some of the chains below the fork are not proper at the start of call j, and the rate limits of some of the operators in them are reduced in call j.
We call an operator in call j a "bottleneck operator" if it is in a chain below the removed fork but does not have its rate limit reduced in call j, but its successor in the chain does have its rate limit reduced in call j.
We claim that (1) each bottleneck operator in call j is a trivial superoperator consisting of only one original operator and (2) the rate limit of the bottleneck operator was not reduced in previous calls (i.e., its rate limit has the same value inĨ 1 , . . . ,Ĩ j−1 ). To prove the claim, note that operators are only combined by the AggregateChains procedure. If a chain A 1 , . . . , A m is formed during a call to AggregateChains, then by Lemma 3.10, each A i in the chain can saturate its successor. Further, each time the rate limit of an operator is reduced, it becomes able to exactly saturate its successor. Since at the start of call j, each bottleneck operator cannot saturate its successor, the claim follows. 
does not reduce the throughput attainable. Applying this argument successively to all bottleneck operators, it follows that the maximum throughput attainable onĨ j is the same as it is forĨ j−1 .
THEOREM 3.2. There is an algorithm that solves the MTTC problem that runs in time O(n
3 ) and outputs a routing using fewer than 4n − 3 distinct permutations.
PROOF. Optimality was shown in Lemma 3.14. Here we analyze the running time and number of permutations.
We can view the creation of the (super)operators used in the MTTC algorithm as a hierarchical process, where new operators in the jth call are created out of sets of operators from the ( j − 1)th call. We can represent this as a forest Z of trees, where the roots of the trees are the operators in the final recursive call of the MTTC algorithm, each node in the tree corresponds to a (super)operator in the algorithm, and the children of an operator are the operators that were combined to create it. If an operator in the jth call is the same as an operator in a later call, that is, contains the same original operators, we only represent that operator once in this tree (that is, we collapse chains in which nodes have only one child), so each internal node has at least two children.
We consider a call to RouteChains to be nontrivial if the input to the call consists of more than one operator. Claim 1. The amount of time spent in non-trivial calls to RouteChains is O(n 2 log n).
Each nontrivial call to RouteChains corresponds to the creation of a new operator from a set of two or more operators. Thus, the internal nodes of Z correspond exactly to the nontrivial calls to RouteChains. The number of leaves in Z is n, and since the internal nodes of each tree all have at least two children, the number of internal nodes is at most n − 1. Thus, the number of edges in Z is at most 2n − 2.
If Claim 2. The number of permutations used in the output routing is at most 4n − 3.
Consider the recursive construction of the output routing. In the final recursive call of the algorithm, a routing K k is constructed on the forest of chains. Let n be the number of (super) operators in that forest of chains. By Theorem 3.1, the number of permutations used in K k is at most 4n − 3. Routing K k is passed back through the recursive calls. At each call, CombineRoutings incorporates into it the routings K A i . If P A i is the number of permutations used in K A i , then incorporating K A i increases the number of permutations in the constructed routing by at most P A i − 1.
Let κ be the set of all K A i that are incorporated into K k as it is passed back through the recursive calls. Thus, the total number of permutations used in the final routing is at most (4n − 3) + K A i ∈κ (P A i − 1). Note that if K A i is a trivial routing through one operator, then the contribution to the sum is 0. Let κ denote the set of K A i that are nontrivial.
Each K A i ∈ κ is produced by a nontrivial call to RouteChains. We can thus associate each K A i with a unique internal node N of Z corresponding to the associated new operator A i . The size of set A i is equal to m N , the number of children of N. By Theorem 3.1, the number of permutations in K A i is at most 4m N − 3.
It follows that
where E is the number of edges of the forest Z, and V N is the number of internal nodes of Z.
The number of leaf nodes in Z is n. Since n is the number of operators in the final recursive call, forest Z consists of n trees. Thus, E = n + V N − n and hence
Since the number of operators decreases by at least one in each recursive call of the MTTC algorithm, the total number of recursive calls is at most n − 1. Outside of the time spent in CombineChains and nontrivial calls to RouteChains, it is easy to see that the amount of time spent in each recursive call is O(n 2 ). It remains to bound the time spent running CombineChains. When CombineChains is called, it is used to combine a routing K with routings K A i . Since each K A i is produced by a call to RouteChains, it uses at most 4n − 3 permutations, where we now define n to be the number of operators in K A i . Since the routing output by the algorithm uses O(n) permutations, K also uses O(n) permutations. It follows that, using appropriate data structures, each call to CombineChains can be implemented to run in time O(n 2 ). Thus, the total running time of the algorithm is O(n 3 ).
Reducing the Number of Permutations Used in a Routing
Finally, we present a general algorithm for reducing the number of permutations used in the routing to at most n, together with the justification of its correctness. A routing with smaller number of permutations would not only be easier to integrate into a traditional query processor, but would also lead to lower per-tuple overhead. This algorithm uses a standard technique from linear programming that is used in converting an optimal solution to a basic optimal solution (see, e.g., Dantzig and Thapa [2003] ). The algorithm runs in polynomial time as long as the initial number of permutations is polynomial in n. Further, we note that the algorithm presented here works whether the operators are selective or non-selective, or a mixture of those. Suppose we have an optimal routing that uses permutations π 1 , . . . , π t , where t > n. Let a j denote the amount of flow routed along permutation π j . Our goal is to obtain a routing that uses at most n permutations, without reducing the total amount of flow.
Write down the n rate constraints, but for each permutation π not used in the routing, set the corresponding flow variable to 0. Add an additional slack variable s i to each of the rate constraints to change it from an inequality to an equality. Add the constraint s i ≥ 0 for each of the slack variables s i .
This gives us a new LP with equality constraints, rather than inequality constraints, and only t flow variables. Here, we designate the flow variables as x i 's, rather than as f π 's.
New LP: Maximize
x j subject to the constraints:
Let x
* be the vector of length t + n such that x * j = a j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , t}, and
Since the original routing was optimal, x * is an optimal solution to this new LP. Let Ax = b be the matrix representation of all the equality constraints of this LP. The matrix A is n × (t + n).
Since t > n, the first t columns of A are not all linearly independent. Let A be the submatrix of A consisting just of the first t columns of A. Because of the linear dependence, there is a t-dimensional vector y such that y is non-zero, and A y = 0. Find such a vector using Gaussian elimination. Add an additional n zero entries to y to form a (t + n)-dimensional vector y * . The vector y * has the property that Let z * denote the vector whose first t components are equal to x * + αy * , and whose last n components are equal to 0. By linearity, z * is an optimal solution of the new LP, and it sets at least one of the t flow variables to 0. The flow assignment defined by first t entries of z * gives a new optimal routing to the original problem, using at least one fewer permutation than the original routing.
This procedure can be repeated until all columns of A corresponding to flow variables are linearly independent. Thus the number of permutations used can be reduced to n (or fewer).
We included the slack variables s i in the above discussion to facilitate the justification of correctness. However, the s i are never actually used in constructing z * , and the procedure can be carried out without introducing them.
Each iteration of this procedure can be carried out in time O(n 3 ). Thus, to reduce O(n) permutations to n permutations takes time O(n 4 ).
MTTC: NONSELECTIVE OPERATORS
In this section, we discuss how the previous algorithm for tree-structured precedence constraints can be extended to handle nonselective operators, which may have selectivities larger than 1. We define the generalized MTTC problem to be the generalization of the MTTC problem in which operators may be either selective (0 < p i < 1) or nonselective ( p i ≥ 1). We divide the nonselective operators into two types. Those with p i = 1 we call preserving operators, and those with p i > 1 we call expanding operators.
We begin by considering the case in which all operators are expanding. We show that the algorithm presented in the previous section can be directly used to find the optimal solution in that case. We then develop an optimal algorithm that handles a mixture of selective and nonselective operators, in the case where the precedence graph is restricted to be a forest of chains.
All Expanding Operators
If all operators are expanding ( p i > 1), then we construct an equivalent problem with only selective operators as follows: -The selectivity p i of an operator O i is replaced by 1/ p i . -All precedence constraints are reversed.
After solving this new problem (which only contains selective operators), we reverse each of the permutations in the resulting routing to obtain a routing for the original problem. It is easy to see that, because the solution to the new problem is optimal, the resulting routing is optimal for the original problem.
Note that the precedence graph for the new problem may be an "inverted tree". The approach used in Section 3.5 (wherein we replace forests of chains by a single chain) can be extended to handling such precedence graphs.
Define an "inverted fork" to be a node that has more than one parent in the precedence graph. The MTTC algorithm described in Section 3 can be used to solve such instances. The only difference is that, instead of eliminating forks bottom-up, we instead eliminate the "inverted forks" top-down. We call this the MTTC-INV algorithm. We can prove an analogous statement to Theorem 3.2.
THEOREM 4.1. When run on an MTTC instance I whose precedence graph is an inverted tree and which contains only selective operators, the MTTC-INV algorithm runs in time O(n 3 ) and outputs an optimal routing for I using fewer than 4n− 3 distinct permutations.
PROOF. The proof is almost the same as the proof of the analogous theorem for ordinary trees. The only real difference is in justifying the reductions in rate limits when chains are made proper.
Consider running the MTTC-INV algorithm on an instance I with precedence graph G. Each time a chain is made proper, it is either done immediately prior to eliminating a fork (i.e., prior to running CombineChains) or immediately prior to finding a routing on the chains in the final recursive call.
In either case, the chain that is being made proper can easily be shown to consist of a prefix of composite nodes (possibly empty) produced by a run of CombineChains, followed by a suffix (possibly empty) consisting of original nodes from G. By the analysis of CombineChains, the chain of composite nodes is already proper. Suppose the suffix is nonempty. We argue that if a rate reduction is performed on the first node in the suffix, then this rate reduction does not reduce the maximum throughput attainable (for the underlying, original problem instance I). It follows that any rate reductions to the other original operators in the suffix will not reduce the maximum throughput attainable, since all flow into these nodes must first pass through the operators above them in the suffix.
Note first that, it immediately follows that all rate reductions performed by the algorithm are performed on original nodes; the rate limits of new, composite operators are never reduced.
Let B 1 , . . . , B m denote the chain of operators in the prefix of the current chain, and let B 1 , . . . , B m denote the underlying sets of original nodes. Let O f rst denote the first operator in the suffix. Let N = m i=1 B i . If the rate limit of O f rst is reduced when the chain is made proper, then it is reset to be the product of the rate limit of B m times its selectivity. We use the following claim.
Claim. In any feasible routing for G, the most flow that could ever reach O f rst is the product of the maximum-throughput attainable using just the operators in N, times σ (N).
Recall that σ (N) denotes the product of the selectivities of the operators in N. To prove the claim, consider a modified instance produced by eliminating the rate constraints for all operators in G other than O f rst and the operators in N (i.e., setting them equal to infinity). Consider a feasible routing K max A for this modified instance that maximizes the total amount of flow into O f rst . Because the modified rate constraints are less restrictive than the original constraints, the total amount of flow into O f rst in K max A is an upper bound on the maximum amount of flow into O f rst that would be attainable under the original constraints. Let S = {O f rst } N. In routing K max A , if there is a permutation in which an operator not in S appears immediately after an operator in N, the order of these two operators can be switched in the permutation without affecting the total amount of flow into O f rst , and without violating any rate constraints in the modified instance. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that in routing K max A , all permutations begin with operators not in S, followed by the operators in N, followed immediately by O f rst . The total amount of flow that reaches the operators in N, over all these permutations, cannot be more than the maximum amount of flow that could be routed through just the operators in N. Before reaching O f rst , this flow is reduced by σ (N). The claim follows.
By Lemma 3.4 and the description of CombineChains, it can be shown inductively that B m is a saturated suffix of an optimal routing through the operators in N (where saturation is defined with respect to any rate reductions already performed on the operators in N), and the throughput achieved by this optimal routing (and hence by any optimal routing) is the rate limit of the composite operator B m times 1/
It immediately follows from the claim that the maximum total flow into O f rst in any feasible routing is at most the rate limit of B m times σ (B m ). But σ (B m ) is the selectivity of B m , so this is precisely the value to which O f rst 's rate limit was re-set. Since total flow into O f rst cannot exceed this value, the re-setting does not reduce the maximum throughput attainable.
Mixture of Selective and Nonselective Operators
If the problem instance contains both selective and nonselective operators, the problem is more complex. We present an algorithm for the restricted case in which the precedence graph is a forest of chains (which includes the case where there are no precedence constraints).
The algorithm is based on the following lemma. We define c to be the function which assigns a value to each operator O i depending on whether it is selective, preserving, or expanding, as follows: PROOF. We first prove that there exists an optimal solution K with no violations of (B). We use that to prove that there exists an optimal solution K with no violations of (A) or (B).
Part I. We prove by contradiction that there exists an optimal solution K with no violations of (B). Let K be an optimal solution to the problem instance I that minimizes the number of violations of (B). Suppose there exists a permutation π used in the solution that violates (B), that is, Let p = p 1 × · · · × p l denote the combined selectivity of these l operators. We replace the part
Call the new routing K . It is easy to see that the flow into each of the operators either decreases or remains constant after this replacement, so K still obeys all rate constraints, and is an optimal routing. Further, we can show that K did not introduce any new violations of (B). Note that a new violation could only occur between two neighboring operators in π that were no longer neighbors after the replacement. In the first case, O l and O j are the only such neighbors, but O j is not an only child of O l , since its parent is O i . In the second, the only such neighbors are O i and O 1 , but O 1 is not an only child of O i , since O j is the only child of O i . Thus, K has one fewer violation of (B) than K, which contradicts the minimality property of K.
there is a precedence relation between O i and its new successor. Again, the penalty function is reduced.
4.2.1. Case: Forest of Chains. We use this lemma to give an algorithm for selective and nonselective operators in the case that the precedence graph is a forest of chains (which includes the case where there are no precedence constraints).
The algorithm reduces the problem to three problems on forests of chains: one involving only selective operators, one involving only preserving operators, and one involving only expanding operators. Algorithms for the first and third of these problems were given above. The algorithm for the second is trivial. If an MTTC instance has only preserving operators, then one can simply order the operators in any order π that obeys the precedence constraints, and send r min flow along it, where r min is the minimum rate limit of an operator. This routing is clearly optimal.
The algorithm for forests of chains is as follows. Let I denote a problem instance such that the precedence graph is a forest of chains (or there are no precedence constraints).
-Pre-processing step. If there is a parent-child pair, preserving, and expanding operators respectively. Each of these subproblems also contains the induced precedence constraints. -From Lemma 4.1, we know that there exists an optimal solution such that in every permutation used, the selective operators (∈ I sel ) precede the preserving operators (∈ I pre ), which precede the expanding operators (∈ I exp ). -Solve the three problems separately to obtain routings K sel , K pre , and K exp . -Combine the three routings in a fashion similar to CombineRoutings (Section 3.5).
Each resulting permutation will have all operators from I sel before the operators in I pre , and all operators from I pre before all operators from I exp .
The correctness follows from Lemma 4.1.
4.2.2. Case: Arbitrary Tree-Structured Precedence Constraints. Given this algorithm for forests of chains, a natural approach to solving the problem for arbitrary tree-structured precedence constraints is to try and apply the procedure described in Section 3.5 to turn the algorithm for chains into an algorithm for trees.
There is one immediate difficulty that is easily overcome. AggregateChains computes a quantity whose denominator may be zero when the instance has a mixture of selective and nonselective operators. Use of this quantity can be avoided, at the expense of additional computation, by running RouteChains repeatedly on the chains emanating from the fork, as done in the example in Section 3.5.1. (More efficient fixes are also likely to exist.)
We conjecture that the resulting algorithm returns an optimal routing; however, we have been unable to prove this so far.
THE MAX-THROUGHPUT PROBLEM AND MINIMIZING TOTAL WORK ON A SINGLE PROCESSOR
In Section 2, we discussed the problem of finding an optimal sequential filter ordering for executing a pipelined filter ordering query on a single processor, when the goal is to minimize the total work. We will call this the classical selection ordering problem. Abstractly, the inputs to this problem are a list of n positive-valued costs, c 1 , . . . , c n , and n positive-valued selectivities p 1 , . . . , p n . Using the notation in Section 3, the problem is to find the permutation π of the operators that minimizes n i=1 c i g(π, i). The classical selection ordering problem is related to the max-throughput problem through the dual of the max-throughput LP. Here we use duality to prove a general result about the complexity of finding exact solutions to the classical selection ordering problem, and to the max-throughput problem with selective queries. We show that under any class of precedence constraints, these two problems are polynomially equivalent.
Our proof relies on the ellipsoid algorithm, which solves linear programs in polynomial time [Khachiyan 1979; Bland et al. 1981] . The key requirement of the ellipsoid algorithm is existence of a polynomial-time separation oracle which, given a specific assignment to the LP variables, tells us whether the assignment satisfies the constraints of the LP, and if not, returns a constraint that is violated.
Recall that the MTTC problem is the max-throughput problem with precedence constraints, where the precedence graph is restricted to be a forest of rooted trees. More generally, for any class C of directed graphs, we can define the max-throughput problem with precedence constraints, where the precedence graph is restricted to be in C. We call this the Max-Throughput(C) problem. We require that the output to the Max-Throughput(C) problem be given explicitly, as a list of permutations receiving non-zero flow, together with the amount of flow assigned to each of those permutations. The classical selection ordering problem with precedence constraints, where the precedence graph is restricted to be from C, is defined in the analogous way. We call this the Classical-SO(C) problem.
We now prove the following theorem, which formally establishes the polynomial equivalence between max-throughput and classical selection ordering. PROOF. The LP defining the Max-Throughput(C) problem is the same as the LP given in Section 3.1 for the MTTC problem, except that G is in C.
The dual LP is as follows, and defines the dual problem Dual-Max-Throughput(C). Note that the inputs to both problems are just the r i 's, the p i 's, and G.
Dual-Max-Throughput(C) LP: Given r 1 , . . . , r n > 0, p 1 , . . . , p n > 0, and a precedence graph G on {O 1 , . . . , O n } from the class C, find an assignment to the variables y i , for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, minimizing
r i y i subject to the constraints:
(1) n i=1 g(π, i)y i ≥ 1 for all π ∈ φ G (n) and (2) y i ≥ 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We first show how a polynomial-time algorithm for the Classical-SO(C) problem can be used to construct a polynomial-time algorithm for the Max-Throughput(C) problem. Suppose we have a polynomial-time algorithm for the former problem.
Consider the Dual-Max-Throughput(C) LP. This LP may contain up to n! constraints (of type 1), and hence it would seem that it cannot be solved directly using the polynomial-time LP algorithms. However, this LP can indeed be solved in polynomialtime using the ellipsoid method, provided we have a polynomial-time separation oracle for it. We show how to implement this separation oracle in polynomial time. Given an assignment y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ), the separation oracle needs to determine whether y obeys the constraints of the Dual-Max-Throughput(C) LP. If not, it must return a violated constraint. All constraints of type (1) have 1 on the right hand side. It therefore suffices to first find the permutation π * obeying the constraints in G, such that n i=1 g(π * , i)y i is minimized, and then to check whether n i=1 g(π * , i)y i ≥ 1. If so, y is feasible, else we have found a violated constraint and can return it. If we view each y i as a cost associated with O i , then finding π * is equivalent to solving the Classical-SO(C) problem, with costs y i and selectivities p i . Since we have assumed we can solve Classical-SO(C) in polynomial time, this means we can also solve the dual of the Max-Throughput(C) problem in polynomial time.
We now show how to use the ability to solve the dual problem to get a solution to the original Max-Throughput(C) problem. Using the ellipsoid algorithm, as just described, we first find a solution y * to the dual LP. During our execution of the ellipsoid algorithm, we keep track of the violated constraints returned by the execution of our separation oracle. Let φ be the set of permutations corresponding to these violated constraints. If these were the only constraints of type (1) in the dual LP, y * would still be optimal (because our execution of the ellipsoid algorithm could proceed in the same way). It follows that in the original Max-Throughput(C) problem, we can eliminate all flow variables for permutations not in φ , yielding an LP for the original Max-Throughput(C) problem with only a polynomial number of variables. This LP can be written down explicitly and solved using a polynomial-time LP algorithm.
Conversely, assume there is an algorithm for solving the Max-Throughput(C) problem in polynomial time that outputs a polynomial-size routing. We use this to solve the Classical-SO(C) problem. This direction of the proof has three steps:
(1) Proving that a polynomial-time algorithm for solving the Max-Throughput(C) problem implies a polynomial-time algorithm for the Dual-Max-Throughput(C) problem. (2) Proving that a polynomial-time algorithm for solving the Dual-Max-Throughput(C) problem implies that a separation oracle for the Dual-Max-Throughput(C) LP can be simulated in polynomial time. (3) Proving that a polynomial-time simulation of a separation oracle for the Dual-MaxThroughput(C) LP implies a polynomial-time algorithm for the Classical-SO(C) problem.
Step (2) follows immediately from a general result which states (essentially) that a polynomial-time optimization oracle for a set of linear inequalities implies a polynomial-time separation oracle for that set (Corollary 14.1b in Schrijver [1986] ). Note that this is the reverse of the well-known implication (which we exploited) that a polynomial-time separation oracle implies a polynomial-time optimization oracle.
For
Step (1), consider an instance I D of the Dual-Max-Throughput(C) problem. Let I be the associated Max-Throughput(C) instance. The Max-Throughput(C) LP associated with I may have degenerate optimal solutions. Using the perturbation technique of Megiddo and Chandrasekaran [1989] , we could remove degeneracy from this LP by adding a polynomially small quantity i (computable in polynomial time) to the right hand side of each of the rate constraints; this is equivalent to adding i to each rate limit r i . Call the modified MaxThroughput(C) instance I . We run the algorithm for solving the Max-Throughput(C) problem on I ; since the algorithm runs in polynomial-time, the algorithm outputs a routing using at most a polynomial number of permutations. This routing corresponds to an optimal solution x * for the Max-Throughput(C) LP corresponding to I . Let Ax ≤ r denote the rate constraints of this LP. We assume that the columns of A corresponding to the nonzero entries of x * are linearly independent. (If not, the standard linear programming technique discussed in Section 3.6, for converting an optimal solution into a basic optimal solution, can be used to obtain an optimal solution with fewer nonzero entries, such that the corresponding columns of A are linearly independent. This can be done in time polynomial in n.) Let m be the number of non-zero entries of x * . Since the max-throughput instance is not degenerate, exactly mof its rate constraints are tight under solution x * . Let D be the m× m submatrix of A, whose rows correspond to those m tight rate constraints, and whose columns correspond to the non-zero entries of x * . It follows from complementary slackness and non-degeneracy that D is invertible, and that the unique optimal solution to the dual of the LP for I can be obtained by finding the m-vector y satisfying D T y = 1 (where 1 denotes the column vector of 1's) to obtain values for the variables of the dual corresponding to the m tight rate constraints, and setting all other variables of the dual to 0. Further, this solution is not only optimal for the dual of I , but also for the dual of the original I.
The proof of (3) is essentially a reduction from the decision version of a problem to a search (minimization) version of the problem. Consider an instance of the Classical-SO(C) problem. The problem is to find the permutation π of C that minimizes n i=1 y i g (π, i) , where y is the given cost vector. The decision version of this problem is to determine, given a number k, whether there exists a permutation π in C such that n i=1 y i g(π, i) ≤ k. This decision problem can easily be solved by using a separation oracle for the Dual-Max-Throughput(C) LP to determine whether vector z = (1/k)y is feasible, that is, whether n i=1 z i g(π, i) ≥ 1 for each permutation π in C. For any π, the value of the associated expected cost, n i=1 y i g(π, i) is upper bounded by ( n i=1 y i )( j∈N p j ), where N = { j| p j ≥ 1}. For any two permutations, π and π , if the expected costs associated with these two permutations are not equal, then the difference between them is at least d := k∈S p j , where S = {k| p k < 1}. Let Q be the least multiple of d that is greater than ( n i=1 y i )( j∈N p j ). To find the cost associated with the optimal permutation, it therefore suffices use the separation oracle to perform binary search on the set of values {0, d, 2d, 3d, . . . , Q}, to find the integer j such that the expected cost associated with every permutation in C is greater than jd, but the same is not true of ( j + 1)d. During execution of this binary search, the separation oracle is queried with the vector (1/(( j + 1)d))y, and outputs a violated constraint. From this violated constraint, we can determine the associated permutation π , which has minimum expected cost. The number of calls made to the separation oracle in performing the binary search is polynomial in the number of bits representing the y i and p i . It follows that the running time of this procedure is polynomial in the size of the Classical-SO(C) instance. Ibaraki and Kameda [1984] showed that the classical selection ordering problem can be solved in polynomial time in the presence of tree-structured precedence constraints. From the proof of this theorem, we thus have an algorithm that uses the ellipsoid method to solve the max-throughput problem in polynomial-time in the presence of tree-structured precedence constraints. This proves the following corollary. COROLLARY 5.1.
There is a polynomial-time algorithm for solving MaxThroughput(C) , where C is the class of directed graphs corresponding to tree-structured precedence constraints.
Since Max-Throughput(C) instances can contain both selective and nonselective operators, the algorithm used to prove the corollary can handle a broader class of problems than the algorithms we gave in Sections 3.3 and 4 (which can't handle arbitrary tree-structured constraints when there is a mixture of selective and non-selective operators). The advantage of those algorithms is that they are combinatorial, and more efficient. Ibaraki and Kameda [1984] also showed that the classical selection ordering problem is NP-hard in the presence of arbitrary precedence constraints. We thus have the following corollary: COROLLARY 5.2. When C is the class of all directed graphs, Max-Throughput(C) is NP-hard.
